
Artist-in-Residency Agreement 

The Studio 244 Artist-in-Residency is designed to bring established as well as emerging artists of all 

disciplines to “Arad Bay Protected Area and Park” to showcase their work to a local audience, to give them a 

chance to create new work by providing studio space, and lastly, to provide an in-depth opportunity to learn 

from the Artist-in-Residence during workshops, lectures and special programs.  

The Studio 244 Artist-in-Residency is an annual program that is made possible through the MOU between 

the Bahrain Authority for Culture and Antiquities (BACA) and the Supreme Council for Environment (SCE) 

where by the renovated units of the Arad Bay Protected Area and Park are converted to studio space, 

workspace and exhibition spaces for artists of all disciplines. Special performances and other opportunities to 

exhibit or present work will be discussed with an artist once their application has been reviewed. 

In reciprocation for your residency, BACA asks each Artist-in-Residency to conduct at least three workshops 

with the community/visitors of the park (dates to be communicated to BACA a month prior to the workshop). 

Please provide a brief that would be used to advertise your workshops. Please note the appropriate age 

group(s) for your workshop(s).  

 

Artist Name   

Unit Number   

Start Date   

End Date  

Contact Details   

Emergency Contact Details  

Signature   

 



Studio 244 Artist-In-Residence Agreement Rules 

 The units are equipped with windows on three walls, electricity and lights and running water. The 

installation of new lights/walls must be done with the approval of BACA. 

 The units must be returned at the end of the residency at the same state the artist received them in. 

 BACA should be informed about all public events held at the units. 

 Artists are responsible for cleaning their own units. 

 Any valuable items must be documented with their value and given to the team upon receiving the 

unit.  

 BACA is not responsible for items not locked in the units.  

 You will be provided a key for the unit, which is not to be shared with anyone else.  

 You must lock the unit upon leaving.  

 There is no smoking in the facility.  

 Activities take place on a regular basis in the Arad Bay Protected Area and Park, utmost respect of on-

going programs is expected during your stay.  

 When available, you may use the Studio 244 space for exhibitions, meetings, workshops.  

 You must provide Studio 244 team with an emergency contact number.  

 Please read, understand and sign the rules of the SCE. 

 In the event of an emergency: 

o The Arad Bay Protected Area and Park’s site supervisor is Mr. Mohamed Marafi 33367775 

o Nearest hospital is the King Hamad University Hospital 1744 4444 

o Police/ Fire department: 999; Ambulance: 998; National Emergency call center: 999 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


